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Abstract—Presented in this paper are probabilistic error
models for machine learning kernels implemented on low-SNR
circuit fabrics where errors arise due to voltage overscaling
(VOS), process variations, or defects. Four different variants of
the additive error model are proposed that describe the error
probability mass function (PMF): additive over Reals Error
Model with independent Bernoulli RVs (REM-i), additive over
Reals Error Model with joint Bernoulli random variables (RVs)
(REM-j), additive over Galois field Error Model with independent
Bernoulli RVs (GEM-i), and additive over Galois field Error
Model with joint Bernoulli RVs (GEM-j). Analytical expressions
for the error PMF is derived. Kernel level model validation is
accomplished by comparing the Jensen-Shannon divergence DJS
between the modeled PMF and the PMFs obtained via HDL
simulations in a commercial 45 nm CMOS process of MAC units
used in a 2nd order polynomial support vector machine (SVM) to
classify data from the UCI machine learning repository. Results
indicate that at the MAC unit level, DJS for the GEM-j models
are 1-to-2-orders-of-magnitude lower (better) than the REM
models for VOS and process variation errors. However, when
considering errors due to defects, DJS for REM-j is between
1-to-2-orders-of-magnitude lower than the others. Performance
prediction of the SVM using these models indicate that when
compared with Monte Carlo with HDL generated error statistics,
probability of detection pdet estimated using GEM-j is within 3%
for VOS error when the error rate pη ≤ 80%, and within 5%
for process variation error when supply voltage Vdd is between
0.3 V and 0.7 V. In addition, pdet using REM-j is within 2% for
defect errors when the defect rate (the percentage of circuit nets
subject to stuck-at-faults) psaf is between 10−3 and 0.2.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is great interest in implementing machine learning
(ML) kernels on silicon [1], [2] in order to provide insitu data analytics in emerging sensor-rich platforms. Such
implementations need to be energy-efficient in order to operate
with energy constrained sources. Dedicated implementations
of ML kernels have been shown to achieve 144× energy
reduction and a 37.5-49× throughput enhancement, when
applied to cardiac-arrhythmia detection [1] and a MRF-based
stereo matching engine [2] as compared to implementations
on general purpose platforms.
ML algorithms have a unique property that can be exploited
to enhance energy efficiency and throughput - robustness
to statistical errors in data and computation [3]. Indeed,
techniques such as approximate computing [4] do exploit
this inherent robustness to trade off accuracy for improved
energy/performance. ML algorithms’ robustness to computational errors can be exploited in another way, which is by
implementing such kernels on circuit fabrics that operate at
the limits of energy efficiency and hence robustness. We refer

to such fabrics as low-SNR or stochastic nanoscale fabrics as
the behavior of computational kernels on such fabrics is nondeterministic. Examples of stochastic nanoscale fabrics include
near/subthreshold voltage (NTV) CMOS [5] and the emerging
nanoscale devices such as CNFET [6], spin [7], and others. It
is possible to exceed the limits of intrinsic robustness of ML
kernels by the use of stochastic nanoscale fabrics exhibiting
very high error rates. In such cases, extrinsic robustness can
be introduced at the algorithmic and architectural levels via
error resiliency techniques such as RAZOR [8], error detection
sequential (EDS) [9], confidence driven computing (CDC),
data driven hardware resilience (DDHR) [10] and statistical
error compensation (SEC) [11], to ensure that application level
quality is maintained.
Systematic design of ML kernels on stochastic nanoscale
fabrics requires one to efficiently predict the behavior of such
implementations. For this, high-level error models of key ML
building blocks need to be developed. The error models of
such kernels need to capture the stochastic behavior of the
underlying fabric such as voltage overscaling (VOS), process
variations, and defects. Compact analytical models of kernel
behavior in the presence of errors are much desirable as
these can be employed to: 1) characterize the inherent error
resiliency of ML algorithms, and 2) evaluate the effectiveness
of error resiliency techniques in compensating for these errors.
The error behavior of computational kernels can be fully
captured in terms of their joint probability mass functions
(PMFs). To date, not much work has been done on this topic.
Analytical models for logic errors [12], transient errors [13],
and timing errors [14] have been proposed. These models
focus on obtaining expressions for the error rate/magnitude.
In approximate computing, theoretical models have been proposed to model the inaccuracy of circuits [15]. However, the
models are architecture specific. Interval-based approaches (interval arithmetic or affine arithmetic) [16] have been proposed
to model and propagate PMFs. The approaches need to store
the entire error PMF. A lookup table based technique [17]
has been proposed to characterize the statistical properties of
approximate hardware. These models only capture the standard
deviations of basic circuit building blocks rather than the error
PMF. In signature analysis based testing, symmetrical error
model [18] and independent error model [19] are employed to
model the output error PMF. Additionally, in all the models
for approximate computing, the errors are due to imprecise
but deterministic circuits, not dynamic errors due to VOS and
process variations.

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic additive error model
capable of modeling errors due to sources such as VOS,
process variations, and defects. Four different variants of the
additive error model are studied: additive over Reals Error
Model with independent Bernoulli RVs (REM-i), additive over
Reals Error Model with joint Bernoulli RVs (REM-j), additive
over Galois field Error Model with independent Bernoulli
RVs (GEM-i), and additive over Galois field ErrorModel
with joint Bernoulli RVs (GEM-j). Analytical expressions for
the error PMFs are derived. Kernel level model validation is
accomplished by comparing the Jensen-Shannon divergence
DJS between the modeled PMF and the PMFs obtained via
HDL simulations in a commercial 45 nm CMOS process of
MAC units used in a support vector machine (SVM) to classify
the UCI machine learning dataset [20].
Results indicate that at the MAC unit level, DJS for the
GEM models are 2-orders-of-magnitude lower (better) than
the REM models for VOS, and 1-order-of-magnitude lower
for process variation errors. However, when considering errors
due to defects, DJS for REM-j is between 1-to-2-orders-ofmagnitude lower than the others. Performance (probability of
detection pdet ) prediction of a 2nd order polynomial SVM
classifier is conducted using the proposed model and compared
with Monte Carlo simulation using HDL generated error
statistics. We find that pdet estimated using GEM-j is within
3% for VOS errors when the error rate pη ≤ 80%, and
within 5% for process variation errors when supply voltage
Vdd is between 0.3 V and 0.7 V. In addition, pdet using REMj is within 2% for defect errors when the defect rate (the
percentage of circuit nets subject to stuck-at-faults) psaf is
between 10−3 and 0.2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the framework for the error analysis and the distance
measure employed to compare models. Section III presents
the proposed models, and derives analytical expressions for
the PMF of the errors. Section IV presents the error characterizatio/simulation methodology, and model validation results
at kernel level and system level. Conclusions are presented in
Section V.

B. Additive Error Models
For notational simplicity, we drop the index n and k. We
consider the additive error model as shown in Fig. 1:
y a = y o ⊕F η

(1)

where ⊕F denotes addition over field F , η is the error
RV with PMF Pη (η). The models (REM-i,j and GEM-i,j)
proposed in this paper focus on modeling Pη (η).
In REM-i,j, addition in (1) is taken over the field of reals
R. Thus, (1) can be written as
ya = yo + η

(2)

where ya , yo and η are reals expressed in the 2’s complement form. For example, η is written in the 2’s complement
form as:
Bη −1

η = −η b0 +

X

η bi 2−i

(3)

i=1

and η bi ∈ {0, 1} and Bη are the ith bit and bit precision of
η, respectively. The 2’s complement form of ya and yo can
be expressed similarly.
In GEM-i,j, addition in (1) is taken over the Galois field of
2 (GF(2)). Thus, (1) can be written as:
→
−
−
→
ya = →
yo ⊕−
η
(4)
→
−
→
−
−
→
where y a , y o and η are the bit vectors representing
ya , yo and η, respectively, and ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operator.
−
For example, →
η is given by the vectorized form as:
→
−
η = [η b0 , ....η bBη −1 ]T

(5)

The vectorized form of ya and y0 can be expressed similarly. Note that the 2’s complement form and the vectorized
form of η are equivalent.

II. M ODELING F RAMEWORK AND ACCURACY M EASURE
A. Error Modeling Framework
In this paper, we employ bold symbols to denote random
variables (RVs). The proposed error modeling framework (see
Fig. 1) captures the spatio-temporal distribution of errors. This
is required as certain error sources such as defect and process
variations result in an error RV whose PMF is determined by
the statistics of the input x and the spatial distribution across
physical instantiations of the computational block. The following notation is employed in this paper: let Ik (k = 1, 2..., M )
denote the k th instance of the system/kernel subject to errors,
and let xk [n], yo,k [n], η k [n], and ya,k [n] denote the random
process corresponding to the input, error free output, error,
and the final output of Ik , with time index n, respectively.

(a)
Fig. 1. Error modeling framework.

C. Model Accuracy Metric
To quantify model accuracy, we employ the commonly
employed Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence DJS [21] as the
measure of the distance between two distributions. The JS
divergence between two PMFs P and Q is defined as:

1
1
DJS (P ||Q) = DKL (P ||M ) + DKL (Q||M )
2
2

(6)

where M (·) = 12 P (·) + 12 Q(·), and DKL is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence defined as:


X
P (i)
(7)
DKL (P ||Q) =
P (i)log2
Q(i)
i
The reason for choosing the JS divergence as the distance
measure is that it is symmetric (DJS (P ||Q) = DJS (Q||P ))
and bounded (0 ≤ DJS ≤ 1) [21], unlike KL divergence.
III. E RROR M ODEL D ERIVATION
The challenges in modeling η lie in the fact that: 1) η is
a discrete RV and is restricted to certain error magnitudes
(especially when error rate is low), and 2) the PMF is not
smooth. Instead of modeling the error magnitude directly, we
propose to model the bits η bi of η as joint RVs. Four different
variants of the additive error model are studied: REM-i, REMj, GEM-i, and GEM-j.
A. REM-i: additive over Real Error Model with independent
Bernoulli RVs
In REM-i (see (2)), η bi (i = 0, 1..., Bη − 1) is modeled as
a Bernoulli RV so the PMF of η bi can be written as:
(
pi
if x = 1
Pηbi (x) =
(8)
1 − pi if x = 0
and η bi (i = 0, 1..., Bη − 1) are assumed to be independent.
Thus, under REM-i, the PMF Pη (η) can be obtained from (8)
as:
Bη −1
Y ηb
1−η b
Pη (η) =
pi i (1 − pi ) i
(9)
i=0

Statistical metrics such as the mean and variance of η can
be easily derived from (3) and (9).
B. REM-j: additive over Real Error Model with joint Bernoulli
RVs
The pairwise covariance between η bi and η bj can be included
to improve the modeling accuracy. In REM-j, the PMF of η is
→
parametrized by the mean vector −
µ η = [p0 , p1 , ..., pBη −1 ]T
and the covariance matrix Cη , where Cη (i, j) = cov(η bi , η bj )
is the covariance between η bi and η bj for i, j = 0, 1, ..., Bη −1.
The dichotomized Gaussian (DG) distribution [22] can be
−
used to obtain the PMF of →
η . It is shown that [22] for
→
−
−
any η , there exists a latent multivariate Gaussian →
u =
−
→
T
[u0 , u1 , ..., uBη −1 ] with mean vector µ u and covariance
−
matrix Cu such that after dichotomizing →
u , i.e.
(
1 ui ≥ 0
η̂ bi =
for (i = 0, 1..., Bη − 1)
(10)
0 ui < 0
−̂
The mean and covariance of →
η = [η̂ b0 , η̂ b1 .., η̂ bBη −1 ]T are
−
→
−̂
−
µ η and Cη , respectively, i.e., →
η and →
η have identical

first and second order statistics. Therefore, as shown in the
Appendix, REM-j can be obtained as:
Pη (η)

=
=

b
b
T
b
b T
−
P→
η ([η 0 , ....η Bη −1 ] = [η0 , ..., ηi ] )
→
([0, ...0]T ; D−
µ u , DCu DT )
(11)
Φ→
−̂
u

where


(−1)


D=


0

η0b

0
..
.

0
0
b
ηB
η −1






(12)

0
0 (−1)
−
→
([0, ...0]T ; D µ u , DCu DT ) is the CDF of the joint
and Φ→
−̂
u
→
−̂
→
Gaussian u with mean D−
µ u and covariance matrix DCu DT
T
evaluated at [0, 0...0] .
The mean and variance of η can be calculated using (3) and
(11).
C. GEM-i and GEM-j
The main difference between GEM-i,j (see (4)) and REM-i,j
−
(see (2)) is that in GEM-i,j, the error →
η is defined using addition over GF(2) instead of real addition. Since the vectorized
−
form →
η and the 2’s complement form η are equivalent, GEMi,j can be derived in the same manner as REM-i,j. Therefore,
the PMF of η under GEM-i and GEM-j has the same form as
in (9) and (11), respectively. Note that the independent error
model [19] is a special case (pi = p, ∀i) of the GEM-i model.
IV. M ODEL VALIDATION
The proposed models are validated and compared at both
the kernel and system levels. Kernel level validation aims
at comparing the JS divergence DJS between the proposed
models and the PMFs obtained via HDL simulation. System
level validation aims at validating the accuracy of the proposed
models in predicting system level performance metric S. As
shown in Fig. 1, S can be obtained via averaging over the
spatio-temporal domain. However, we employ the following
procedure in order to evaluate the performance yield: 1) For
each instance Ik , the system level performance metric for Ik is
obtained by averaging over the input x, i.e., Sk = Ex (S|Ik ),
where Sk is a RV, and 2) statistical measures such as the mean
and standard deviation of Sk can be obtained by performing
spatial averaging.
A. Error characterization and injection methodology
Figure 2(a) shows the error characterization and injection
methodology for VOS, process variation, and defect errors in
a common framework. In this paper, an SVM classifier as
shown in Fig. 2(b) is employed to validate the models. The
SVM classifier consists of two types of multiply accumulator
(MAC) kernels: MAC1 is an 8 b input, 8 b coefficient, and 22 b
output MAC used in the first stage, and MAC2 is a 10 b input,
8 b coefficient, and 24 b output MAC used in the second stage.
Simulation results are obtained using a commercial 45 nm
CMOS process.

3) Kernel and system level model validations were conducted following the same procedure as in the VOS
methodology.
B. Kernel level model validation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Model validation: a) error characterization and injection methodology,
and b) 2nd order polynomial kernel SVM classifier.

VOS error characterization and injection is done as follows:
1) Characterize delay vs. Vdd of basic gates such as AND
and XOR using HSPICE for 0.3 V ≤ Vdd ≤ 1.2 V.
2) Develop structural Verilog HDL models for the SVM
classifier.
3) HDL simulations of the MAC kernels were conducted
at different voltages by including the appropriate delay
obtained in Step 1 into the HDL model. The errors were
characterized as error PMFs.
4) During kernel level validation, analytical models were
built using REM-i,j and GEM-i,j (see (9) and (11)). The
JS divergence between the models and the characterized
error PMFs were calculated according to (6).
5) During system level validation, the system performance
(i.e., probability of detection) was evaluated by performing error injection using the HDL error PMF and the
models in (9)-(11).
Process variation error characterization and injection is done
as follows:
1) Characterize the delay distributions at different Vdd of
basic gates such as AND and XOR using Monte Carlo
Simulation in HSPICE for 0.3 V ≤ Vdd ≤ 1.2 V.
2) Develop structural Verilog HDL models of key kernels
needed in the SVM classifier.
3) During HDL simulation, multiple instances were generated, and random delays were injected into gates by
sampling the characterized delay distribution. HDL simulations of the kernels were conducted to characterize
error PMFs for each of the instances.
4) Kernel and system level model validations were conducted following the same procedure as in the VOS
methodology.
Defect error characterization and injection is done as follows:
1) Develop structural Verilog HDL models of key kernels
needed in the SVM classifier.
2) During HDL simulation, multiple instances of the kernels were generated, and defects (stuck-at-one and stuckat-zero errors) with different defect error rate psaf were
injected to randomly selected nets in the Verilog netlist
using custom scripts.

Figure 3 shows the JS divergence comparison at different voltage overscaling factor Kvos = Vdd /Vdd,crit where
Vdd−crit is the minimum voltage needed for error free operation. It shows that for VOS errors, GEM-j achieves the
lowest DJS which is below 10−2 for 0.5 ≤ Kvos ≤ 0.95,
and both GEM-i and GEM-j achieve up to two-orders-ofmagnitude smaller DJS compared with REM-i and REM-j.
Additionally, Figure 3 shows that the DJS of the symmetrical
error model [18] and independent error model [19] is higher
than the GEM models. For all modeling methods, the PMF
modeling accuracy decreases as Kvos decreases (thus error
rate pη increases).

Fig. 3. JS divergence comparison of the proposed models for VOS errors for
MAC1 used in the SVM classifier. The JS divergence is calculated between
the proposed models and the error PMFs obtained via HDL simulation. The
results for MAC2 are similar.

Figure 4 shows that in the case of process variation errors,
GEM-j achieves the lowest DJS which is below 0.03 for
0.3 V ≤ Vdd ≤ 0.7 V, and both GEM-i and GEM-j achieve
up to 10× smaller DJS compared with REM-i and REM-j.
Additionally, Figure 4 shows the DJS of the symmetrical error
model [18] and independent error model [19] is higher the
GEM models. This is expected due to the fact that process
variation errors are indeed timing errors. For all modeling
methods, the PMF modeling accuracy decreases with Vdd .
Figure 5 shows that unlike timing errors caused by VOS or
process variations, in the case of defects, REM-j achieves the
lowest DJS which is below 0.05 for 10−3 ≤ psaf ≤ 0.2 compared with other models. This indicates that the error statistics
of defect errors is different from timing errors, and different
model should be employed. In addition, Figure 5 shows the
DJS of the symmetrical error model [18] and independent
error model [19] is higher than any of the proposed models.
Figure 5 also shows that PMF modeling accuracy decreases
at higher psaf for all modeling methods.

Fig. 4. JS divergence comparison of the proposed models for process variation
errors for MAC1 used in the SVM classifier. The JS divergence is calculated
between the proposed models and error PMFs obtained via HDL simulation
for M = 30 instances. The mean DJS is shown in the figure. The results
for MAC2 are similar.

Fig. 6. System simulation results in presence of VOS errors the SVM classifier
comparing the proposed models with HDL error statistics.

pdet using GEM-j and HDL error statistics is within 5% for
0.3 V ≤ Vdd ≤ 0.7 V.

(a)

Fig. 5. JS divergence comparison of the proposed models for defect errors for
MAC1 used in the SVM classifier. The JS divergence is calculated between the
proposed models and error PMFs obtained via HDL simulation for M = 30
instances. The mean DJS is shown in the figure. The results for MAC2 are
similar.

C. System level simulation
To evaluate the model, we employ the probabilistic models
in system simulation and compare it with the conventional
error injection methodology following the procedure in IV-A.
We employ the Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset from UCI
machine learning repository [20] which consists of labeled
feature vectors (benign vs. malignant) constructed from digitized images of fine needle aspirates (FNA) of patient tissue,
and use the SVM classifier to perform classification.
In this application, the performance metric Sk = pdet .
Figure 6 plots the pdet in presence of VOS errors, and
shows that GEM-i and GEM-j are more accurate than REM-i
and REM-j. The difference between the estimated pdet using
GEM-j and HDL error statistics is within 3% for error rate
pη ≤ 80%.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of pdet in presence of
process variation errors, and demonstrates that GEM-i and
GEM-j are more accurate than REM-i and REM-j, similar to
the case of VOS errors. The difference between the estimated

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7. System simulation results in presence of process variation errors for the
SVM classifier comparing the HDL error statistics with a) REM-i, b) REM-j,
c) GEM-i, and d) GEM-j. Simulations are performed for 30 instances, the
box plot shows the median, 25%, and 75% quartile of the prediction accuracy
pdet , the dashed line shows the mean pdet .

Figure 8 shows the distribution of pdet in presence of defect
errors, and demonstrates that REM-j achieves higher accuracy
compared with other models, unlike the case of VOS and
process variation errors. The difference between the estimated
pdet using REM-j and HDL error statistics is within 2% for
10−3 ≤ psaf ≤ 0.2.

−
where →
u = [u0 , u1 , ..., uBη −1 ]T is the latent Gaussian that
−
can be dichotomized to obtain →
η according to (10). We further
→
−̂
→
−
define u = D u = D[u0 , ...., uBη −1 ]T where D is defined
−̂
in (12). Hence, the mean and variance of →
u can be calculated
→
−̂
−
→
→
−̂
→
as E( u ) = D µ u and Cov( u ) = DCu DT , where −
µ u and
Cu are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the latent
−
Gaussian →
u . The PMF of η can be obtained as:

(a)

→
Pη (η) = Φ→
([0, ...0]T ; D−
µ u , DCu DT )
−̂
u
→
([0, ...0]T ; D−
µ u , DCu DT ) is the CDF of the
where Φ→
−̂
u
→
−̂
joint Gaussian u evaluated at [0, 0..., 0]T .

(b)
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Fig. 8. System simulation results in presence of defect errors for the SVM
classifier comparing the HDL error statistics with a) REM-i, b) REM-j, c)
GEM-i, and d) GEM-j. Simulations are performed for 30 instances, the box
plot shows the median, 25%, and 75% quartile of the prediction accuracy
pdet , the dashed line shows the mean pdet .

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, probabilistic additive models for circuit errors
due to VOS, process variation, and defects were proposed to
effectively predict the performance of ML kernels in presence
of hardware errors. Four models were compared, and analytical
expressions for the PMF were derived. In addition, error
characterization/injection methodology were proposed and employed to validate the models. Kernel level validation showed
that the GEM-j is the most accurate for VOS and process
variation errors, but REM-j is the most accurate for defect
errors. System level simulation using a 2nd order polynomial
SVM classifier further confirms the validity of the models.
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